URBAN ARTISTS & NAVIGATING ‘THE NEW YORK OF CANADA’
BY ALEX RAPONI

I recently returned to my hometown of Toronto after a decade of living in New York City and
working in its contemporary art world. It’s been wonderful to experience firsthand just how much
the Canadian art world has blossomed over the years, and with Toronto as the official hub of it
all. Since being back, I’ve also noticed how many Torontonians in the art world, and in general,
delightedly describe their city as ‘the New York of Canada’. I’m not sure how much I agree with
the validity of their correlation, and I am certainly skeptical of their unabashed enthusiasm in
expressing it. However, to the extent they are referring to Toronto’s exorbitantly expensive real
estate, they are undoubtedly correct.
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Here in Toronto, cranes erect condo, upon condo, upon condo-church conversion, which then
sell at prices that elude the rational mind. The same holds for houses; it’s a constant barrage of
renovations, ‘for sale’ signs, bidding wars, inflated property values - and finally, new neighbours.
While realtors and real estate speculators are laughing all the way to the bank, this
unaffordability produces a calamitous environment for the most financially vulnerable among us
- a group that tends to include emerging artists. Much like New York, the high cost of living in
Toronto requires that artists work more - and unfortunately, not on their art. This frenzied market
poses an especially ironic predicament for budding artists (and fellow marginalized
communities of low socioeconomic status), who cultivate neglected neighborhoods only to fall
prey to the prohibitive prices their gentrification brings.
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Similar to New York City, Toronto has mutated into an epicenter of urban culture - one that
simultaneously turns its back on the very creators of culture themselves. This repetitive cycle
demonstrates the precarious nature of subsisting as an artist in an urban environment. Toronto’s
physical reconstruction also imparts a new philosophical framework. Its emerging artist
community intuits the profundity of this ideological shift, and chooses to creatively confront it. As
someone who’s most intrigued by the innovation and activism of emerging artists, I have been
inspired by the Toronto art community’s ingenious responses. I am equally inspired by their
(Canadian) affability in spite of it all.
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Toronto emerging artists and curators call our attention to the adverse effects of urban
overdevelopment by rethinking ‘spaces’. There is a collective movement towards reimagining
use of space so as to include opportunities to create and exhibit art - and more. Unused movie
theaters in a colossal cinema double as classrooms for university lectures. A commercial parking
lot hybridizes as an exhibition space during non-business hours. An entire school calibrates
during the summer and winter breaks, and reorganizes itself into artist studios. For example, I
had the pleasure of helping run the Roundtable Residency this past year. Co-founded by artists
Morris Fox and Brandon Dalmer, it offers a thematic residency program during the summer
months here in Toronto. The residency responds to the scarcity of affordable studio and
exhibition spaces for emerging artists within the city. For four summers now, Dr. Meg Fox has
allowed her downtown Toronto school, the Dragon Academy, to be transformed into a space in
which artists from across Canada and the United States convene.
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This year artists were specifically invited to explore their own personal experience of ‘precarity’.
A profusion of intimate and insightful responses came forth. Artists Adrienne Crossman and sol
Legault explored the precarity of existing outside prevailing gender and sexual binaries.
Performance artist Jonathan Rotsztain satirically addressed the precarity of ‘humanity’ within
contemporary commercial environments. Florida artist Samantha Burns focused on physical
precarity - the sustainability of her sculptural installation was dictated by chance, environmental
elements, and the interaction of its respective parts.

Adrienne Crossman, Queer still life: part 1, 2016

Referencing nostalgic toys from the 90’s such the Furby™ and the Tamagotchi™, Adrienne recontextualizes them through the lens of queer
and feminist theory. Their ‘queering’ has the effect of contemplating queer alternatives to predominant gender binary categories (that
otherwise govern our perception of human life). Adrienne also included Queer still life: part 1, which she completed during The
Roundtable Residency, in her solo exhibition, Fear of a Queer Planet, at the White House Studio Project in Toronto.

sol Legault, simulation, 2016

© sol Legault 2016

A series of eight intricately arranged photographs, sol Legault’s simulation explores the relationship between image and identity.
simulation highlights the precariousness of trans/genderqueer experience within prevailing medical, familial, and social contexts: “trans
lives are very often precarious in a number of ways (more so with increased intersections of oppression), as trans people are confronted
every day with the gendered assumptions, systems, transphobia, misogyny, violence, and stereotypes that pass unnoticed to many people
in our culture(s), but which often threaten our lives and safety.”

Samantha Burns, Tangible Afterthought, 2016

Samantha Burns’ artistic practice scrutinizes the connection that exists between human experiences and the role of token-objects that
memorialize them. In Tangible Afterthought, she organizes found objects into an impermanent sculptural form. This particular installation
serves as a metaphor for ‘memory’ and the delicate interaction between the physical and mental processes that comprise it. Like memory
itself, Tangible Afterthought is ephemeral, and highlights the physical effects of environment and passage of time on cognition.
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Jonathan Rotsztain, Blutrotszta, 2016

Jonathan Rotsztain’s site-specific video performance documents his godlike ‘Gurotszta’ character in his spiritual quest for signs of natural
life among the monotony of Toronto’s financial district. Jonathan highlights the conflict between innate human values, such as community
and connectivity, and the desolate environment that also accompanies a market-driven existence. Blutrotszta addresses this disparity in a
way that is both sincere and laugh-out-loud funny.
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This past year also marked the birth of Bunker 2 - an exhibition space housed in a standalone
shipping crate in Toronto’s Parkdale neighbourhood. Curator Matthew Kyba is the innovator
behind this unorthodox take on the art gallery. Bunker 2 is Matthew’s solution to the quandary of
exhibiting art in a city where the rapid commercialization of real estate has led to a shortage of
suitable spaces. The Bunker 2 website elucidates this mandate: “As the hyper-commodification
of real estate in Toronto continues to mount, alternative venues must evolve in order to continue
creating unrestricted exhibition areas for artists and cultural producers. Bunker 2 strives to be a
collaborative environment, an artistic/curatorial incubator, and an inviting space for relevant and
critical exhibitions. We hope to continue pushing contemporary cultural discourse in Toronto
while helping develop artistic practices.”

Casual Encounters, Bunker 2 (inaugural show), November 2016

As much as Bunker 2 is a product of Toronto’s shifting landscape, it is equally an active
experiment that tests the boundaries of community cooperation. Like most things in life, the
success of Bunker 2 rests upon the foundational support of various individuals and entities. From
the altruistic vendor who gave Matthew the Bunker 2 shipping crate at a bargain, to Matthew’s
own father who helped weatherize it. Nor can one overlook the Parkdale business owner who
affords Bunker 2 a place in his parking lot, as well as access to his electricity on a regular basis.
Which leads me to one final point, and something else that has become apparent since being
back in Toronto: how precarity can also bring out the best in us.
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Toronto artists, curators, and their initiatives all demonstrate the prosperity that is possible for its
emerging contemporary art world. There is no question about it - Toronto will surely continue to
progress along its current course. However, the nature of its evolution, and the resulting paucity
of space, necessitates innovative intervention. Rather than surrendering to defeatism, members
of the Toronto art community remain responsive and adaptable. They band together and
persevere in unison. In this way, their experience of precarity can be cast in a positive light. It has
created an opportunity for their commitment to their artistic ideals to prevail. It has also
instigated a new and imperative dialogue with the community at large - one that conceives of
the need for collaboration between them. Forging these synergistic relationships will continue to
ensure not only that emerging artists and curators have a physical place here in Toronto, but that
the city itself can continue to enjoy the resplendent quality of life that their presence brings.
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A special thanks to my wonderful friends, Laura Hudspith & Avram Kaplan, for keeping me writing.
A big thanks as well to Cassandra Marsillo, for continuing to welcome my ideas & for featuring them on www.artistorian.com.

